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Abstract
EEG, Electroencephalography, is the acquisition
and decoding of electric brain signals. The data
acquired from EEG scans can be put to use in
many fields, including seizure prediction, treatment
of mental illness, brain-computer interfaces (BCIs)
and more. Recent advances in deep learning (DL)
in fields of image classification and natural lan-
guage processing have motivated researchers to ap-
ply DL for classification of EEG signals as well.
One major caveat in DL is the amount of human ef-
fort and expertise required for the development of
efficient and effective neural network architectures.
Neural architecture search algorithms are used to
automatically find good enough neural network ar-
chitectures for a problem and dataset at hand. In
this research, we employ genetic algorithms for op-
timizing neural network architectures for multiple
tasks related to EEG processing while addressing
two unique challenges related to EEG: (1) small
amounts of labeled EEG data per subject, and (2)
high diversity of EEG signal patterns across sub-
jects. Neural network architectures produced dur-
ing this study successfully compete with state of the
art architectures published in the literature. Partic-
ularly successful are architectures optimized for all
(human) subjects, with evolution and training per-
formed on a mixed dataset including all subjects’
data.

1 Introduction
Brain research is a highly developing field in recent years.
New technologies allow the acquisition of high-dimensional
brain activity and consequently, novel data science techniques
are required for the analysis and manipulation of these com-
plex datasets. EEG is a method for monitoring electrical ac-
tivity in the brain by placing electrodes on the scalp and mea-
suring the electrical current. By use of DL, we are able to
interpret these signals in various forms.

Development of efficient and effective DL architectures re-
quires a significant amount of human effort and appropriate
expertise both in DL and in the subject domain (EEG in our
case). Automated neural architecture search (NAS) alleviates
this, sometimes hard to get, requirement and eases the devel-
opment of good enough neural network models for a given
problem and dataset. To the best of our knowledge, the ad-
vances of NAS have not yet been utilized in the field of EEG
processing.

We employ genetic algorithms (GAs) as the means for
NAS. Our first contribution is the proposed NAS algorithm,
which generates convolutional neural network (CNN) archi-

tectures from scratch and is able to reach state of the art per-
formance in various EEG classification tasks. This will make
DL more accessible to EEG researchers and practitioners that
do not possess the required DL expertise, and maybe even
lead to better performing neural network (NN) architectures
that have not been explored by EEG researchers to date. Our
second contribution is the analysis of the evolution of NN ar-
chitectures over time, which helps better understand the NAS
process.

2 Related Work
2.1 Deep Learning EEG Classification Methods
EEG data are not the ”classic” input for CNNs. This is be-
cause they are unique for every human subject and are not
easy to attain. The result is small, high noise datasets which
prove a challenge for DL models. Despite this, recent ad-
vances in DL, after tweaking and optimization, have been
useful for EEG decoding, bringing DL to the forefront of
EEG research [9; 5; 10]. Several architecture types have
been used for EEG classification including CNNs and recur-
rent neural networks (RNNs), while CNNs are most widely
used.

Motor imagery (MI) is the controlling of a computer inter-
face via imagined movement. Schirrmeister et al. tested sev-
eral design and training choices for CNNs across different MI
datasets against traditional methods [9]. They developed sev-
eral CNNs for EEG classification while incorporating recent
advancements in DL. EEGNet [5] is a group of CNN archi-
tectures, developed for performing classification on different
EEG datasets. A key feature in these architectures is depth-
wise separable convolutions, that minimize parameter usage
by learning separate convolution kernels for each channel in
the previous layer.

A common property of the CNN architecture designs in
the aforementioned studies is a spatial filtering convolutional
layer, which detects prominent features by combining the
data from different electrodes. This procedure mimics the
spatial feature extracting methods used in traditional EEG
analysis methods, such as Common Spatial Filtering [1].

Although the CNN architectures above are effective on var-
ious training data, they are hard-coded and this required much
human effort of parameter tuning. Additionally, We hypoth-
esize that a specific CNN architecture might not deliver suf-
ficient performance for all EEG classification tasks. For this
we create a CNN architecture search procedure yielding task-
specific architectures, with less human effort involved.

2.2 Evolutionary NAS Algorithms
Real et al. developed an evolutionary algorithm using mu-
tation operators to evolve NN architectures in a fairly unre-
stricted search space [7]. This method is able to find com-
petitive NN architectures for the CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100



[4] image classification datasets, though this comes at a vast
computational cost. As opposed to the above method, our al-
gorithm initializes a population of random architectures and
not necessarily simple ones.

Miikkulainen et al. introduced large scale use of the com-
bination of two models by crossover in a method called Deep-
NEAT [6]. During evolution, historical markings were used
to determine how every pair of networks can be aligned and
combined. Our method relates to DeepNEAT, in that it uti-
lizes crossover to combine two unrelated architectures, but as
opposed to DeepNEAT, offsprings are generated by aligning
two networks in a predefined manner and recombining ran-
domly.

3 Methods
Our GA evolves a population of CNN architectures. The al-
gorithm is generational, meaning that a new generation of
models can be trained and evaluated only once the previous
generation is completed. In each generation, the whole popu-
lation of architectures is partly evaluated and ranked based on
performance. This ranking affects each architecture’s chance
of surviving to the next generation. In the next generation,
the population is restored its original size via recombina-
tion (breeding) of the surviving networks, accompanied by
random mutations to the generated networks. Algorithm 1
summarizes the general approach we employ for searching
through the space of CNN architectures. The crossover and
breeding process is demonstrated in figure 2.

Algorithm 1: GENETIC NAS
Input: num generations, population size, training data
Output: best found CNN architecture

1 population := new array of population size models
2 for generation in num generations do
3 sorted population := SortByFitness(population,

training data)// measure objective
function on validation set

4 if generation = num generations then
5 return sorted population[0]// return best

performing model in final
generation

6 for i := 0 to length(sorted population) do
7 delete sorted population[i] with probability

i/length(sorted population)
// selection - remove worst performing

architectures
8 children := empty list
9 while length(sorted population) + length(children)

< population size do
10 i,j := different random numbers between 0 and

length(sorted population)
11 new model := Breed(sorted population[i],

sorted population[j])
12 children.add(new model)

// crossover + mutation
13 sorted population.AddAll(children)

Figure 1: Weight inheritance. Shown on the left is same-model
weight inheritance between generations i and i + 1. On the right
is crossover weight inheritance, with weights from different parents
imported to a new network.

Figure 2: The crossover process. A cut point is selected at random,
half the layers of the child are taken from one parent and the other
half from the second parent. Mutation will replace a certain layer of
the child randomly (highlighted in the example).

3.1 Per-subject, Cross-subject and Mixed data
We tested per-subject, cross-subject and mixed data config-
urations of the GA. In the per-subject configuration, the GA
runs for each subject in isolation, so the architecture search is
based only on the training and validation data of that sub-
ject. In the cross-subject configuration, the GA is config-
ured to maximize the average performance while retraining
each neural network in a generation on each one of the sub-
jects separately. In the mixed data configuration evolution
and training is performed on a mixed dataset containing all
subjects’ data. The last configuration yielded the best results,
which can be explained by the fact that each trained neural
network received more input data, and thus was able to gen-
eralize better.
3.2 Weight Inheritance
Weight inheritance is the act of passing trained weights of
CNN architectures from one generation to the next. Same-
model inheritance is when the weights of a surviving archi-
tecture are passed from one generation to the next, causing
the training to continue where it was halted. Crossover weight
inheritance is when a child model receives half of its weights
from the first parent and half from the second. This creates
networks which don’t train from scratch but receive weights
from two sources that don’t necessarily comply. Weight in-
heritance is explained graphically in figure 1.

3.3 Neural Network Construction and Training
In our GA, each CNN architecture contains at most 10 layers,
with layers being either the identity function, ELU activation
function [3], batch normalization, dropout, convolution or
max-pooling. Dropout probability was set to 0.5, and kernel
sizes of max-pooling and convolution layers were shuffled at
random for each new layer. The possible range for the number
of filters in convolution layers is [1-50], for kernel size in



Figure 3: Results of mixed data experiments with 3 different weight
inheritance configurations. The first row shows average test accu-
racy by generation, the second shows average network train time per
generation and the third shows average network train time per exper-
iment. The differences in run-times between the N and SM, SM+C
configurations are statistically significant with p − value < 0.001.
Final training accuracies for (SM+C, SM, N) are (0.77, 0.82, 0.77)

convolution layers is [1-20], for kernel size in pooling layers
is [1-3], and for stride in pooling layers is [1-3]. During the
GA, each network was trained for a maximum of 80 epochs.
After the GA, the best performing architecture was trained for
a maximum of 800 epochs to produce the final measurement.

4 Experiments and Results
4.1 Datasets
BCI Competition IV 2a dataset [2]: A 4 class experiment,
including 9 human subjects. Each subject in each trial was
given a visual cue indicating whether to imagine movement
in the left hand, right hand, feet or tongue. The brain waves
recorded in each trial are a training example.

High Gamma Dataset [9]: A four-class motor imagery
experiment. Contains 14 subjects and 880 trials per subject.

Opportunity activity recognition challenge dataset [8]:
A non-EEG dataset, comprising of data from several human
subjects performing different physical activities. These activ-
ities were monitored by several sensors, whether body-worn
or ambient. The goal is to classify the activity performed
given the sensor data. For this mixed dataset, only mixed
data evaluation was performed as well.

4.2 Cross-subject vs. Per-subject and Weight
Inheritance

We ran 3 experiments with different weight inheritance set-
tings: same-model + crossover weight inheritance, only
crossover weight inheritance, and no weight inheritance (us-
ing the mixed data configuration). Figure 3 shows that the
utilization of both types of weight inheritance types resulted
in higher accuracy. Crossover weight inheritance contributes

to the ability to explore new weight spaces as new networks
are created with weights from different models, while same-
model weight inheritance exploits the weights learned so far
in a single model.

Both types of weight inheritance have a similar effect on
run-time. Introducing pre-trained weights into child networks
reduces the time needed to reach convergence again, even if
these weights belong to two different parent networks.

Our findings generally coincide with [7], where weight
inheritance is found to improve run time and accuracy.

Figure 4: Distribution of layer types over the GA’s generation. Com-
parison of different evolution strategies. M.pooling = max-pooling,
B.norm = batch normalization

4.3 Layer Distribution
Shown in figure 4 are distributions of different layer types
in the population as the GA progresses. Dropout layer num-
bers decrease over time and we assume this is due to over-
regularization (EEG data contains high variance). Identity
layer numbers decrease as well, which means that that deep
networks attain better performance than shallow ones and un-
der these circumstances, complexity is preferred. Training
time was not part of the GA fitness function so it made no
impact on these results.

4.4 Network Evaluation
Shown in table 1 are the results of EEGNAS against hand-
designed CNN architectures from recent studies.

Table 1: Comparison of EEGNAS and hand designed CNNs.

BCI IV 2a(acc.) High Gamma(acc.) Opportunity(F1)

Cross-subject 0.711 0.89 NA

Per-subject 0.597 0.88 NA

Mixed data 0.756 0.92 0.878
DeepConvNet [9] 0.719 0.925 NA

ShallowConvNet [9] 0.737 0.893 0.837

EEGnet [5] 0.69 0.823 0.856

FBCSP [1] 0.68 0.912 NA

5 Conclusions
In this work we presented an EEG targeted NAS method,
yielding results on par with hand designed CNNs, on sev-



eral datasets. By the application of mutation and crossover
on populations of randomly generated CNN architectures,
we were able to construct successful EEG classifying CNNs.
We also demonstrated the competence of EEGNAS on the
non-EEG ”Opportunity” dataset, to show the applicability on
other time series data types.

Cross-subject training improved the generalization ability
of the generated architectures and yielded more robust CNN
architectures. Analysis of the distribution of layer types over
the generations of the GA led us to conclude that architectures
with high complexity are preferred, in networks of up to 10
layers.

A direction for future work is the generation of more com-
plex CNN architectures, including skip connections and more
types of layers, and further analysis of the derived architec-
tures with respect to EEG signal data.
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